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NONLINEAR DEGENERATE

ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

WITH CRITICAL GROWTH CONDITIONS ON THE GRADIENT

KWON CHO AND HI JUN CHOE

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. We consider a nonlinear degenerate elliptic partial differential equa-

tion -div(|Vw|''_2Vî/) = H(x, u, Vw) with the critical growth condition on

H(x, u, Vu) < g(x) + |Vm|'' , where g is sufficiently integrable and p is be-

tween 1 and oo . Our first goal of this paper is to prove the existence of the

solution in W^ •p n L°° . The main idea is to obtain the uniform L°°-estimate

of suitable approximate solutions, employing a truncation technique and radi-

ally decreasing symmetrization techniques based on rearrangements. We also

find an example of unbounded weak solution of -div(|Vw|''_2VM) = \Vu\p

for 1   <   p   <   n.

1. Introduction

We show the existence of solutions to the following degenerate elliptic partial

differential equations:

(1.1) -Ap« = -div(|Vw|/'-2VM) = 77(x, u, Vu)

where u is in W0l P(Q) n L°°(Q). We suppose that 77(x, s, ¿¡) is a Carathéo-

dory function and satisfies a critical growth condition

(1.2) \Hix,s,Q\<gix) + W

for all s £ 1, £ £ 1" and a.e. x e Q, where g £ L«(Q), q > max{l, £} .

A main step is to obtain the uniform L°°-estimates for the solutions of suit-

able approximate equations, using the truncation technique and the radially

decreasing symmetrization techniques based on rearrangement properties ([3],

[6]). This method has been successfully applied to strongly elliptic equations by

Ferone and Posteraro ([3]). Such an estimate allows us to prove the existence
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of solutions of (1.1) ([1]). The smallness condition on the measure of Q and

some norm of g are essential in the L°° -estimates.

In section 3 we find some examples of unbounded weak solutions in W0] ,p

when 77(x, s, £) is |£|p . Since g of (1.2) is identically zero in this case, a

bounded weak solution also exists on any bounded domain by Theorem 2.2.

Here we find a spherical symmetric unbounded solution on 7?«(0) for 7? < 1

for all p and n such that 1 < p < n .
Boccardo, Murat and Puel have shown the existence of the W0l •2 n L°° so-

lutions of -(a,juXj)x¡ + üqU = f(x,u,Vu) with |/| < Q + o(|m|)|Vm|2
where a¿j is bounded measurable, ao > 0 and b is a function on R+ ([1]).

They also showed the same result for -Ap u + H(x,u,Vu) + aolwp'-1 sign m
= / - divg with |77| < Co + CilVw^ where a0, C0 and Cx are
strictly positive and / and g are suitably integrable ([2]). Ferone and Poster-

aro showed an existence result for -(aijUXj)Xi = H(x,u,Vu) - div/with

77 satisfying (1.2) for p  =  2 when / is suitably integrable ( [3] ).

2. The existence of weak solutions

Suppose that Q is a bounded open set of R" . If </> : Q, -> R is a measurable

function and p(t) = |{x £ Q : <f> > t}\, t > 0, is the distribution function
of <t>, then <£*(i) = sup{i > 0 : p(t) > s}, s £[0, |Q|], is called decreasing
rearrangement. We recall some properties of decreasing rearrangements.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that u is in LP(Q), v is in Lp' (ÇÏ) , £ + 4 = 1 and F is

a nonnegative increasing continuous function on R+ U {0} . Then the following

are true.

(a) (F(u)Y(s) = F(u*(s))   a.e.
(b) If {u„}™=l converges to u in V, then {u*n}^=i also converges to u* in

If.
t r\n\

(c) / uvdx < /     u*v* ds.
Jsi Jo

The proof of this lemma can be found in [6].

Now we state the main theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let us assume that condition (1.2) holds and

(2.1) /        -2—i--      g*(o)do)      ds<l.
Jo    \nP(o"nsp-»(p-l)Jo J

Then there exists at least one solution 0/(1.1).

Remark. The left-hand side of (2.1) is bounded if g £ L?(fí), q > % . When

p = 2, a similar theorem can be found in [3].

Proof. Let us put, for e > 0,

Hjx,s,Z)
He[X'S'i}- l+e\H(x,s,Z)\-

We still have

\HeiX,S,Z)\<gix) + \Z\>>.
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Furthermore |77£| is bounded and hence a solution ue exists for the problem

(2.2) - Apue = HE(x, uE, Vm£) ,

where uE £ W0l -"(SI) n L°°(Q)  (see [7]).   We will omit e ahead for simple
presentation.

If « is a solution of (2.2), we have

/ \Vu\p~2Vu- Vtpdx = / H(x,u,Vu)(j)dx
Jq Jn

for all <t> £ W0l "(Q) n L°°(Q). Choosing the test function

faix) = e(P-')l«l(ffl«l _ i _ i)+signM

and putting w = e'"' - 1, we have

/    \Vu\p~2Vu • Vue(p-])M (peM - 1 - t) dx

= /    77(x, u, Vu)e{p~['>M(eM - l-t)signudx.
Jw>t

For h > 0 we also apply the test function <j>l+h to (2.2). Building the differential

quotient, we get

\ i \Vu\pe{p-l)M(peM - 1 - t) dx + [       \Vu\pe{p-i)M dx
" Jt<w<t+h Jw>t+h

= j- ( H(x,u,Vu)e(p-X)\u\e^-l-t)signudx
n Jt<w<t+h

+ {       H(x, u, Vu)e(p-X)Msignudx.
Jw>t+h

Sending h to 0, we get that

}/ \Vu\p(p-l)epMdx->(p-l)(-lj- f    \Vw\pdx)
n Jt<w<l+h \    "t JW>1 J

and

| ( \Vu\pe{p-l)M(eM -l-t)dx^0.
h Jt<w<t+h

Similarly we see that

\ f \H(x, u, Vm)!^-1)1"1^1"1 - 1 - t)signudx -+ 0
" Jt<w<t+h

and

/       77(x,u, Vu)e{p-[)M signudx< í    (g(x)+ \Vu\p)elp-l)^ dx.
Jw>r+h Jw>i
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Considering the above and Lemma 2.1 we get that

iP-l)(-4;i    \Vw\pdx)<f    g(w + l)p~idx
\    "* Jw>t )       Jw>t

< [ß   g*(s)(w*(s) + l)p-lds.
Jo

We use the inequality (see [8])

(2.3) ncoißit)1-1» < (-p'(t))'-L, (-¿¡j    \Vw\pdxy ,

where p(t) is the distribution function of w . Thus we get

(p-l)np<o¡p(t)"-í       n>W
/     g*(s)(w*(s) + l)p-1ds.
Jo(-p'(t))p~l        - Jo

Then it is easy to obtain

(-w'is))' < (-L_-   f g*(o)(w*(o) + l)p-' do)'1 .
\(p- l)np(u"nsp-^ Jo J

Integrating both sides with respect to s, we obtain

(2.4) w'iO) < [W (-l—- f g*(a) da) '    ds (u;*(0) + 1),
Jo     \(p-l)np(ûÇ,sp-n Jo j

since w*(\Q\) = 0 and w* attains its maximum at 0.
From (2.1) and (2.4) w* must be bounded. Thus we get a uniform L°°-

estimate of u independent of e, and this completes the proof.   D

Now we prove the uniform Wx '^-estimates.

Lemma 2.3. If ue is the solution of (2.2) and ||Me||i°o  are bounded uniformly

for all e, then

\\u*\\wj-' ̂C(\\g\\v, \a\,n,p).

Proof. Let us take uteu' as a test function. From (1.2) we get

/ |VMe|V*(l +2u])dx < [ gueeu'dx+ [ \Vue\puBe<dx.
Ja Ja. Ja

By Young's inequality we obtain

I |Vw£|V<(l + 2w2)¿x< I gu,e<dx+ j \VuE\p (^ + 2u¡\ e< dx.

Consequently we get

x / \VuE\peu' dx < f guee"2*dx.
1 Ja Ja

Note that 1 < e"« and uteUi < C(n, p, \g\L\, |fl|). Using Sobolev's theorem,
we obtain

\\ue\\w¿.P(Cl)<C(n,p, \\g\\v, |Q|).   d
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Since Wq ,p is a reflexive Banach space and ue are bounded uniformly in

Wq 'p , there are u and a sequence {uEk} in WQl'p such that

(2.5) uEk -' m   weakly in W0l 'p

and

{strongly in Lq   forq<-^   if p < n,

strongly in L"   for q < oc   if/> = «,
uniformly       if/?>«.

Weshowthat u isa W1'p(Q)nI,00(Q) solution of (1.1). The following lemma

shows the strong convergence of Vutk in LP . We will omit the index & of uEk
for the sake of convenience.

Lemma 2.4. Assume the same hypothesis of Lemma 2.7> and {uE} is the sequence
obtained above. Then

(2.7) VuE -» Vw   strongly in Lp.

Proof. Let vE = uE-u. We take ü,,^ as a test function. From direct calcula-
tions and Young's inequality we get

"_2Vm£ • Vvtev' dx
2

Í ivwer
Ja

< / gveev'dx+ / \Vue\"~2Vue'Vuveev' dx.
Ja Ja

Subtracting  / |Vm|p_2Vm • Vveev< dx from both sides, we obtain
Ja

[ (|Vm£|í'-2Vm£ - \Vu\p~2Vu) • (Vw£ - Vm)cw« í/x
Ja

(2.8) < / gw£e^ dx + í |Vm£|í'-2Vm£ • VuvEev' dx
Ja Ja

- í \Vu\p~2Vu ■ VvEev' dx.
Ja

For the first term of the right-hand side in (2.8) we obtain

IIgvEev' dx
a

0   ase — 0

for suitable q from (2.6). Let us consider the second term. By (2.6), EgorofPs
theorem, Lemma 2.3 and the L°°-estimate of uE we obtain that

/ |Vm£|í'~2Vm£ • Vuveev' dx
Ja

as e —► 0 for any n > 0. Now we consider the third term. ev' - 1 goes to zero

almost everywhere and is bounded. By (2.5) and the same method used in the
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control of the second term we obtain that

/ \Vu\p~2Vu • VvEev' dx
\Ja

as e -> 0 for any n > 0.
Thus

/ (|Vw£|"-2Vm£ - \Vu\p~2Vu) ■ (VuE -Vu)dx^0   as e -> 0.
Ja

If p > 2, then

/ \VuE-Vu\pdx
Ja

< C [ (\VuE\p-2VuE - \Vu\p~2Vu) • (V«£ - Vu) dx.
Ja¡a

If 1 < p < 2, then

/ |V«£ - Vu\p dx
Ja

<c(f(\Vue\ + \Vu\)pdxY~

( f (|Vm£|í'-2Vm£ - |Vu\p~2Vu) • (Vue - Vu) dx

<c( f (\VuE\p-2VuE - \Vu\p~2Vu) ■ (VuE - Vu) dx)   .

Therefore

/ |Vm£ - Vu\p dx -^ 0   ase->0.   D
Ja

By Lemma 2.4 and the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem, for any test function

<p£ Q^Q), we have

/ 77(x, u, Vu)4>dx = lim / 77£(x, ue, VuE)cj>dx
Ja £->° Ja

= lim / |Vw£|p-2Vw£-V</>i7x
e^Ojçi

= f \Vu\p-2Vu-V<pdx.
Ja

Therefore a solution satisfying (1.1) exists in W0l P(Í2) n L°°(A).

3. The examples of unbounded weak solution

In this section we find some unbounded weak solutions for the equations of

the form (1.1). We consider the equation

(3.1) -Apu = \Vu\p   for 1 <p<n.

We find some examples of unbounded weak solutions of (3.1).
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Theorem 3.1. There is an unbounded solution of (3.1) on BR(0) for 0 < 7? < 1.

Proof. At first we consider the case of 1 < p < n . For 7? < 1 we let

up(x)= /     -^-dr.
Jr    rp~l — rr

Note that up(x) = 0 for |x| = 7? and

n-p

■   ''Xl
(3.2) Vup(x) --

\x\p-^ - \x

and

/      \Vup(x)\pdx= [      Í   \JLzP-\rn~'drdœ
Jbr(0) Js»-> Jo   \rp=î - r\

<(n-p)p í     Ideo [  -r" dr <oo.
Js"-1 Jo   rp(l-rp-i)

Thus up is contained in W0l'p(BR(0)). Furthermore we see that up is con-

tained in Wq 'q(BR(0)) for any q < n . We also observe

up(x)> /       "   ^àr
J\x\ r(l -/•"-')

fR 1
>C       -dr—»oo   as |x| —»0,

J\x\ r

that is, up is unbounded. Now let us calculate -Apup . From (3.2)

-APuP(X)=±(n\n-%[     ±)
tí \i\x\-\x\^ry-l\x\Jx¡

(n-p) p-\

. «—i.
(|x| - |jc|"-' )^|jc

(n-p)p

(\x\ - |x|^y

(n(\x\ - \x\p-> ) - (p\x\ - n\x\"r-' ))

= |VMP|".

Thus up(x) satisfies the problem (3.1) for p which is less than n .
Now we consider the next case of p = n . For 7? < 1 let

,   x       /"|X| »-1jUnix) = I     —.-dr
Jr    rlogr

= (n-l) flog log j— - log log — J .

Clearly un(x) vanishes for |x| = 7? and is unbounded on BR(0). From direct

calculations we know u„ is contained in W0l'"(BR(0)). It is also easy to show

that un satisfies the problem (3.1) for p = n .   o

Remark. We can find the same example for the case of p = n = 2 on pages
61-62 of the book [4].
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Remark. If p < n and 7? < 1, for any fixed x in (0, R)   up(x) converges to

u„ix) as p converges to n.
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